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Abstract: 

The possibility of a significant flight range extension of a guided aerial bomb during 

climb bombing due to the jet thrust created by a solid-propellant rocket engine was 

considered. By means of simulation, a comparative analysis of the range of a guided 

aerial bomb equipped (not equipped) with a solid-propellant rocket engine under typical 

flight conditions of the carrier aircraft during level flight and climb bombing was per-

formed. It was demonstrated that the use of a solid-propellant rocket engine, whose mass 

is 20 % of the guided aerial bomb’s mass, allows to increase the horizontal range of its 

flight at least twice.  
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1 Introduction  

Articulation of the issue. One of the main guided aviation bomb (GAB) development 

areas is the extension of their combat employment range in order to prevent the dam-

age of GAB aircraft carrier by air defense means covering ground targets (GT). One of 

the main parameters that characterizes the maximum range of GAB combat employ-

ment is the value of the horizontal range, which means the maximum distance from the 

projection on the ground surface of the GAB release point to the GT.  

The extension of the GAB horizontal range is possible due to the following fac-

tors: 

• maximum use of the aircraft energy potential during aircraft combat employ-

ment, by means of aircraft gaining the maximum possible flight speed usually 

limited by the GAB design, aerodynamic features and its fitting to aircraft, 
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• GAB energy potential increase by creating jet propulsion on the trajectory of 

GAB free motion, for example by means of a solid - propellant rocket engine 

(SPRE), which leads to an increase in GAB speed and range, 

• improvement of GAB aerodynamic characteristics by advancing the aerody-

namic layout, reducing drag, using an additional wing.  

The use of an additional wing with the purpose to increase GAB horizontal flight 

range has become quite widespread. The additional wing is especially effective when 

dropping GAB from 5 km to 10 km altitude, which ensures GAB flight at distances 

exceeding the delivery altitude 5 or more times [1]. But GAB combat employment at 

such altitudes does not ensure a stealthy attack. If it is necessary to provide a stealth 

approach of the aircraft to the attack zone, then the most effective GAB maneuver is 

the flight of the aircraft at extremely low altitudes (H < 200 m) with maximum speed 

and climb (toss) bombing [2]. When performing such bombing, the use of an addition-

al wing in the GAB design does not provide the expected flight range extension due to 

the fact that on the lifting leg of GAB trajectory with increased drag, generated by an 

additional wing, the GAB will decelerate. As a result, the flight speed and altitude, 

which the GAB will reach at the top of its trajectory, will not significantly extend the 

flight range. Therefore, it is advisable to consider flight range extension of a GAB 

using a SPRE. 

2 Analysis of Recent Research and Publication 

The application of jet engines energy, in particular SPRE as a part of GAB, with the 

purpose to increase its flight range is described in a significant number of publications, 

for example [3-7], but the known publications do not address the use of SPRE to ex-

tend GAB range during climb bombing. There are also no quantitative characteristics 

of GAB flight range extension due to the use of SPRE with variable flight parameters 

of the aircraft during combat employment. 

The purpose of the article is to study the possibilities of using SPRE as part of 

GAB to increase the horizontal range of its flight during climb bombing. 

3 Presentation of the Main Material 

One of the main tactics used by attack aircraft and front-line bombers when striking 

ground targets is to fly at the lowest possible altitude with the maximum possible 

speed, followed by climb (toss) bombing. The purpose of climb bombing is to carry 

out the attack secretly and increase the horizontal component of the flight range of the 

destruction means. Such tactics are equally effective when using both unguided drop 

bombs and GAB. When using GAB for climb bombing, it is necessary to take into 

account the fact that during such a maneuver there may be no visual contact of the 

aircraft with the ground target. Therefore, the GAB guidance for climb bombing 

should be carried out with the systems that do not lock on the ground target before 

GAB release from the aircraft carrier. Such guidance systems include, for example, 

a satellite ground target guidance system, whose coordinates are known in advance, or 

a semi-active laser homing system with ground target trajectory capture, which is 

illuminated by a ground-based laser target indicator. 

Let us consider the schemes of GAB motion in the vertical OXY plane during 

level-flight bombing; (Fig. 1) and climb bombing (Fig. 2), where the parameters 

marked by the “rˮ index refer to the case of level-flight bombing, and the index “kˮ 
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refer to climb bombing; Bh, Bc are GAB the release points; Ch, Cc are the GAB points 

of impact; Hh, Hc and Vh, Vc are the aircraft altitude and speed at the time of GAB 

release; Ah, Ac are the horizontal GAB range, Θ is the angle of climb at the moment of 

GAB release. 

  

Fig. 1 GAB motion in the vertical plane during level-flight bombing 

 

Fig. 2 GAB motion in the vertical plane during climb bombing 

 

For a preliminary analysis of the characteristics of GAB motion on the ballistic 

trajectory, let us consider its motion without taking into account the air drag and con-

trol system operation. The main GAB ballistic parameters are flight time Th, Tc and 

horizontal range Ah, Ac.  
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During level-flight bombing, bomb fall time Th and horizontal range Ah will be 

recorded using the following formulas: 
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where g  is the acceleration of free fall. 

When releasing GAB during climb bombing, GAB trajectory has two characteris-

tic areas. In the first area, in the process of free motion, GAB rises from the release 

point Bc to the top of the trajectory D, where it reaches its maximum altitude HM. In 

the second area, starting from the point D, GAB continues to move and it falls at the 

point Cc. The altitude HM can be obtained using the formula: 
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In Eq. (3), value Hc can be obtained: 
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where Hci is the aircraft flight altitude at climb initiation; nACFT is the aircraft overload-

ing during climb maneuver. 

Time of GAB flight Tc during climb bombing can be represented as a sum of ele-

vation time Te and fall time Tf: 

c e fT T T= +  

Using Eq. (1) and replacing Hh by parameter HM, which is defined by Eq. (3), we 

will record an equation for Tf as the following: 
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Then taking into account that e c sinT V g= Θ , we obtain an equation for Tc as the 

following: 
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We will express the horizontal component of GAB speed during climb bombing, as 

c cosV Θ , then, based on Eq. (5), we can write the equation for the horizontal range Ac: 
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When GAB is released at extremely low altitude, it is possible to assume that  

Hc ≈ 0, then Eq. (6) is the following: 
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As a result cos sinΘ Θ  in Eq. (7) has maximum value at π 4Θ = , then the max-

imal horizontal range Amax_hr equals: 

2
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that is, the most probable climb angle at GAB release at extremely low altitudes is the 

angle π 4Θ = , and the maximal value of horizontal range Amax_hr depends on root 2
cV  

of aircraft speed at the moment of GAB release during climb bombing. 

If c 0H ≫ , then the most probable climb angle is ΘH and the value of the largest 

range Amax_hr, regardless of wind drag, is defined by the following formulas [2]: 
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Analysis of Eqs (2) and (9) shows that at the same speeds and altitudes of GAB 

release, the value of the horizontal range during climb bombing significantly exceeds 

the horizontal range value of the level-flight bombing. 

In real conditions, due to deceleration caused by air drag, the GAB flight speed 

will decrease, so the maximum horizontal range values will be significantly lower than 

calculated in Eqs (6) or (9). If propulsion unit (PU) will speed up GAB ∆V during its 

free motion, then such additional speed ∆V would compensate air drag, which will 

facilitate the extension of actual flight range. The increase of GAB speed, without 

taking into account air drag and gravity, can be expressed by the formula: 

 
GAB medPU

I
V

m m

Σ∆ =
+

 (10) 

where IΣ is the total PU propulsive burn; mGAB is the GAB mass without PU; mmedPU is 

the medium PU mass while operating. 

Solid propellant accelerators, which are solid - propellant rocket engines (SPRE), 

have become the most widespread PUs for GAB speed acceleration. According to 

formula (10), the additional speed ∆V depends proportionally on the total thrust im-

pulse IΣ, which, in turn, is determined by the energy characteristics and solid 

propellant weight. When determining the required value IΣ, it is necessary to take into 

account the restrictions, namely SPRE mass restrictions in relation to the GAB mass, 

and restrictions of the ∆V value. 

According to the statistics, the SPRE mass mSPRE used as GAB rocket accelera-

tors averages 20 % of mGAB mass [3]. 

Consider for example the GAB equipped with SPRE, whose layout is shown in 

Fig. 3. This GAB is an assembly of a drop aircraft bomb FAB-250-M54, aerodynamic 

control unit BAU-01KT and additional fin assembly [8]. 
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Fig. 3 GAB layout with SPRE: 1 − aerodynamic control unit; 2 − drop aircraft bomb 

FAB-250-M54; 3 − additional fin assembly; 4 – SPRE 

The mass of such GAB is about 270 kg. Then, assuming that the mass of the 

SPRE will be about 20 % of the GAB mass, we can assume that mSPRE = 54 kg. 

The need to limit the ∆V value is explained as follows. Most of the existing GAB, 

as well as GAB depicted in Fig. 3, according to their aerodynamic and strength charac-

teristics are manufactured as subsonic flying objects, whose static and dynamic 

stability and controllability are within the given calculated limits. In order to prevent 

the parameters of GAB stability and controllability from exceeding the calculated 

limits, the additional speed ∆V should not lead to the GAB supersonic flight. 

With a known mass mSPRE, the mass of solid propellant mSP can be determined by 

the formula [9]:  

 SPRE
SP

1 α

m
m =

+
 (11) 

where α is the coefficient of constructive perfection of SPRE.  

If the mass of solid propellant mSP is known, the total thrust IΣ is determined by 

the formula: 

 SP SIβI m IΣ =  (12) 

where ISI is the specific impulse of solid propellant thrust; β − the coefficient that 

takes into account the total thrust losses of SPRE due to the heterogeneity of the pro-

pellant combustion process and the nozzle imperfection. 

If the thrust P generated by SPRE is constant during the time tcomb of solid pro-

pellant combustion, then the equation is fair: 

 
comb

I
P

t
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To assess the real parameters of the GAB motion, in particular the values of the 

horizontal range Ah and Ac, it is necessary to take into account the braking effect of the 

incoming air flow, which depends on the aerodynamic characteristics of the GAB, as 

well as the speed and altitude of its flight. 

The most suitable way to obtain real parameters of the GAB motion in the real 

atmosphere is the method of mathematical simulation. Later on, a mathematical model 

of the GAB flight was used for simulation, which is an assembly of a drop aircraft 

bomb FAB-250-M54, aerodynamic control unit BAU-01KT and additional fin assem-

bly [8]. 

Simulation was carried out for front – line aircraft bombing, performing the com-

bat use of the GAB from the level flight and climb bombing in such typical conditions: 
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GAB release height Hh = 500-1 500 m; aircraft speed at the moment of GAB release 

VACFT = 750-950 km/h; aircraft overload during climb bombing nACFT = 4 units; the 

angle of climb at the moment of GAB release Θ = 45°. The main results of the simula-

tion are the ballistic motion trajectories of the GAB, which are obtained under 

different typical conditions of combat use and different maneuvers of the aircraft. 

Ballistic motion trajectories of the GAB in the vertical plane during their combat 

use from a level flight, are presented in Figs 4 and 5. 

Fig. 4 shows ballistic trajectories of the GAB at the moment of release from the 

aircraft, performing level flight with parameters Vh = 850 km/h; Hh = 500 m, 1 000 m, 

1 500 m. 

Fig. 5 presents ballistic trajectories of the GAB at the moment of release from the 

aircraft, performing level flight with parameters: Hh = 1 000 m; Vh = 750 km/h, 

850 km/h, 950 km/h. 

These figures show that for typical bombing conditions from a level flight, the 

horizontal range of the GAB is Ah = 2 500-4 500 m. Taking into account the fact that in 

this case the aircraft approach to the area of GAB release cannot be stealthy and the 

horizontal range is not more than 4 500 m, we can conclude that the aircraft during the 

combat use of the GAB from a level flight is in the engagement zone of the enemy’s 

air defense, so the safety requirements for the aircraft regarding air defense are not 

fulfilled. 

 

Fig. 4 Ballistic trajectories of the GAB at the moment of release from an aircraft, 

performing a level flight at the speed Vh= 850 km/h at altitudes: 1 − Hh =500 m; 

2 − Hh =1 000 m; 3 − Hh = 1 500 m 

A completely different picture is observed in the combat use of GAB during 

climb bombing. 

The results of mathematical simulation of the GAB motion in the vertical plane 

during climb bombing at the angle Θ = 45°, the value of which is close to the most 

favorable, are shown in Figs 6 and 7. 

Fig. 6 shows the ballistic trajectories of the GAB motion during climb bombing 

with the parameters of the aircraft flight Vc = 850 km/h; Hc = 500 m, 1 000 m, 1 500 m. 

Fig. 7 shows the ballistic trajectories of the GAB motion during climb bombing 

with the parameters of the aircraft flight: Hc = 1 000 m; Vc = 750 km/h, 850 km/h, 

950 km/h. 

 3 

 2 

 1 
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Fig. 5 Ballistic trajectories of the GAB at the moment of release from the aircraft in 

level flight at the altitude Hh = 1 000 m at speeds: 1 − Vh = 750 km/h; 

2 − Vh = 850 km/h; 3 − Vh = 950 km/h 

 

Fig. 6 Ballistic trajectories of the GAB motion during climb bombing at Vc = 850 km/h 

and release altitudes: 1 − Hc = 500 m; 2 − Hc = 1 000 m; 3 − Hc = 1 500 m 

 

Fig. 7 Ballistic trajectories of the GAB motion during climb bombing at Hc = 1 000 m 

and aircraft flight parameters: 1 − Vc = 750 km/h; 2 − Vc = 850 km/h; 3 − Vc = 950 km/h 
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The simulation results which are presented in Figs 6 and 7 show that under typi-

cal conditions of climb bombing, the horizontal range of the GAB is slightly exceeded 

compared with bombing from a level flight and amounts to 4 200-5 600 m (exceeds by 

1.3-1.4 or 30-40 %). If we take into account that during climb bombing it is possible to 

implement a covert approach of the aircraft to the area of the GAB use, as well as that 

the climb bombing maneuver is also a missile evasive maneuver, we can make the 

following conclusion. During combat use of the GAB for climb bombing, the aircraft 

may not be hit by short-range air defense systems, such as portable air defense systems 

(PADS) and air defense missile systems (ADMS) of the “Strela-10M” type, which 

have a maximum hitting range of no more than 5 km. Further increase in the flight 

range of the GAB is possible if the SPRE is used. 

For mathematical simulation of GAB flight with the SPRE, the following initial 

data were accepted: mSPRE = 54 kg (20 % of the GAB mass) α = 0.5; β = 0.9; 

ISI = 2 200 N s/kg, and using formulas (11)-(13) the parameters of the SPRE were de-

termined: mSP = 36 kg; IΣ = 71 280 N s; tcomb = 10 s; P = 7 128 N. 

The simulation was performed for climb bombing in the following typical condi-

tions: the altitude of the GAB release with SPRE was calculated by formula (4) at 

Hci = 200 m; the speed of the aircraft at the moment of the GAB release: 

Vc = 750 km/h, 850 km/h, 950 km/h; aircraft overload during climb bombing 

nACFT = 4 units; the angle of climb at the moment of the GAB release Θ = 45°. 

The simulation results of the GAB motion with SPRE in the form of its ballistic 

trajectories in the vertical plane are shown in Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 8 Ballistic trajectories of the GAB motion with SPRE in the vertical plane:  

1 − Vc = 750 km/h; 2 − Vc = 850 km/h; 3 − Vc = 950 km/h 

These results prove that the use of GAB equipped with SPRE during climb 

bombing allows increasing the horizontal range to 8 500-10 500 m, which is almost 

twice as much as the horizontal range of GAB which is not equipped with SPRE. 

Fig. 8 shows ballistic trajectories of the GAB motion, i.e. trajectories obtained 

without taking into account the control system activities. The control system allows to 

change significantly the trajectory of the GAB motion relative to the ballistic one. 

Simulation of the GAB motion with the operating control system allows to obtain 

parameters of the maximum and minimum reach of GAB, i.e. maximum and minimum 

horizontal range to GT, within which the GAB has the possibility of hitting GT under 

given initial conditions of combat use. To obtain the maximum reach of the GAB, the 

simulation of its motion was performed with the maximum positive deviation of the 
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rudders (+δmax) in the vertical control channel, and to obtain the minimum reach of the 

GAB, the simulation was performed with the maximum negative deviation of the rud-

ders (−δmax) in the same channel. The simulation results of the GAB equipped with 

SPRE with above mentioned parameters, at Hc = 800 m, Vc = 950 km/h, Θ = 45°, as 

well as at the beginning of the control system operation at the highest point of the 

GAB’s trajectory are presented in Fig. 9.  

 

Fig. 9 The motion trajectories of GAB equipped with SPRE in the vertical plane:  

1 − ballistic trajectory; 2 − the trajectory of maximum reach (+δmax);  

3 − the trajectory of the minimum reach (−δmax) 

The simulation results of the GAB equipped with SPRE with the operating con-

trol system show that during climb bombing the maximum horizontal flight range of 

the GAB (its maximum reach) amounts to 13.9 km, the minimum range – 10.4 km, and 

the reach zone (the difference between the maximum and minimum reach), in which 

the ground target can be defeated is 3.5 km. 

This means that, taking into account the possibility of covert approach to the 

combat area and further climb bombing with simultaneous execution of a missile eva-

sive maneuver by the aircraft [Article 2], the horizontal flight range of the GAB 

equipped with SPRE ensures avoiding of aircraft hitting by short-range air defense 

systems, such as air defense missile system “Strela-10Mˮ and its modifications, “Osaˮ, 

“Tor-Mˮ, and short-range anti-aircraft missile and gun complex “Pantsir-Sˮ and their 

analogues [10, 11].  

As a result of the simulation, graphic dependencies of the Mach number M on the 

flight time t for GAB equipped with SPRE, under the same combat use conditions, and 

accepted for calculation of the flight trajectory of GAB equipped with SPRE in the 

vertical plane were also obtained (see Fig. 8). Graphic dependencies of the Mach 

number M on the flight time t for a SPRE-type GAB are shown in Fig. 10. 

The obtained graphs of the dependence of the Mach flight number of the GAB 

equipped with SPRE on time t show that at the set and defined parameters of GAB and 

SPRE − mGAB = 270 kg; mSPRE = 54 kg (20 % of the GAB mass); mSP = 36 kg; 

IΣ = 71 280 N s; tcomb = 10 s; P = 7 128 N, as well as under given typical conditions of 

combat use for climb bombing and the leading of the aircraft into climb bombing at 

extremely low altitudes (H < 200 m), when turning on SPRE (thrust start) not earlier 

than 6 s after its separation from the aircraft, the maximum value of the Mach number 

reaches 0.9-0.96. This means that the GAB flight speed on the trajectory of free mo-

tion remains subsonic, at which its static and dynamic stability and controllability are 

changing within the given calculated limits during the whole time of its flight. 
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Fig. 10 Graphs of the dependence of the Mach flight number of GAB, equipped with 

SPRE, on time t: 1 − Vc = 750 km/h; 2 − Vc = 850 km/h; 3 − Vc = 950 km/h 

4 Conclusions 

The simulation results showed that under typical conditions of climb bombing the 

GAB horizontal range is extended 1.3-1.4 times or by 30-40 % compared with level 

flight bombing, and constitutes 4 200-5 600 m. If we take into account that during the 

climb bombing it is possible to implement a covert approach of the aircraft to the area 

of GAB release, as well as that the maneuver of climb bombing is also a missile eva-

sive maneuver, then during the GAB combat use it is possible that the aircraft may not 

be hit by air defense systems covering ground targets, such as Man-Portable Short 

Range Air Defence System “Igla-Sˮ and Air Defence Missile System “Strela-10Mˮ, 

which have a maximum hitting range of no more than 5-6 km. 

Equipping the GAB with a solid-propellant rocket engine, the mass of which is 

20 % of the GAB mass, during the climb bombing at the moment of missile evasive 

maneuver, in controlled flight mode allows to obtain maximum range exceeding –

13.5 km. Such a GAB flight range ensures that the aircraft cannot be hit by short-range 

air defense systems covering the ground target, in particular, such as “Strela-10M” 

ADMS and its modifications, “Osa”, “Tor-M” and their analogues, as well as short-

range anti-aircraft missile and gun complex “Pantsir-Sˮ and its modifications. 

The start time of thrust and the operating time of the solid-propellant rocket en-

gine provide subsonic GAB flight on the trajectory of its free motion, when the 

maximum value of the Mach number does not exceed the values of M = 0.9-0.96. This 

means that the static and dynamic stability and controllability of the GAB equipped 

with SPRE are changing within given calculated limits throughout its flight time. 
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